
Grect, genuine and extraordinary work can be done only in so lar as its 
author disregards Me method, Me thoughts, Me opinions of his contem-
poraries, and quietly works on, in spite of their edticism . . 

-ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER 

From Libido Theory to Or*onorray 

By OLA RAKNES, PH.D. (Oslo, Norway)t 

Ever since the beginning of scientific psychotherapy as a causal therapy the 
question of the physical basis of psychic phenomena has aroused much 
interest and also much debate among therapists and psychologists. I shall 
not here go into the diffcrent theories concerning the relations of body and 
mind, of soma and psyche. 1 just mention the debates between materialists 
and spiritualists and the theories of psychophysical parallefism or psycho-
physical identity. Most scientists, at least most medical scientists, considered 
psychic phenomena either as a result of processes in the organism or as the 
outconne of an interaction between psyche and soma. This view is also 
expressed in the name of one of the newest and most popular branches of 
official medicine, namely, psychosomatic medicine. Very popular was and 
is the theory that the physical changes underlying mental phenomena are of 
a zhemical nature. This theory can point to the well-known fact that certain 
chemical substances, as for instante alcohol, when introduced into the organ-
ism are able to influente the course of psychic phenomena. The theory was 
much strengthened by the discovery of the hormones and other inner seere-
tions and their influente on mental as well as on organic functionings. 

I just mention these things because Freud, the propounder of the libido 
theory, to some extent shared the opinions current in contemporary medicine. 
His fundamental discovery was, as you ali know, the sexual etiology of the 
neuroses. By that he meant that the neuroses were due to disturbances in the 
sexual functions, and such disturbances he first thought of as caused by 
impediments to the frce circulation of what he termed Sexualstofie, which 
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may be rendered by "sexual substances." He hoped that in some future 
period science would be able to establish the chemical composition and 
properties of such substances as well as their laws of action. 

Freud, however, soon gave up speaking of "sexual substanccs" and instead 
developed thc theory aí the instinctual energies, called the libido theory. 

The main tenet cif the libido tiwory is the fundamental dualism of the 
instinctual energies. Man, according to this theory, is motivated by two basic 
instincts, thosc cif sclf-preservation and of sexuality. ff I have understood 
Freud rightly he at first thought that the instinct of self-preservation was 
behind our need for food, shclter, security and perhaps power. The sexual 
instinct, whose claims lxtter could bear postponement, was more plastic 
or malleable, and perhaps in general less imperative, was behind our lave, 
physical as well as spiritual, and our aspirations towards beauty and perfec-
tion. The motor force ar active energy af the sexual instinct was what Freud 
termed the LIBIDO. Whatever object arouses our interest, he this object human, 
animal ar inanimate ar even an idea or a mental image, is said to have a 
libidinous cathexis, in so far as the interest does not derive from the instinct 
of sclf-preservation. 

Freud tried tu show how our interest in many objects which consciottsly 
we never associate with sexuality, is derived from sexual drives and turas to 
non-sexual objects. In such cases hath the cathexis of the objects in question 
and the amount of energy, or libido, involved are said to be desexualized. 
This distinction between desexualized libido and non-sexual interest led to 
ever greater complications in the theory. I shall just give one example, a 
reiatively simple one: A definite craving for food derives from the instinct 
of self-preservation in so far as it springs from hunger; but in so far as it 
springs from the sight or the idea of some delicacy the craving is libidinous. 
The libido involved will he desexualized unless the thought ar the sight of 
the food also arouses some sexual feeling. 

The complications which Freud's original libido theory engendered may 
have been one of the rcasons that induccd him in bis later years to remodel 
his conception of the instincts, introducing a new basic instinct, the death 
instinct. Retaining the fundamental dualism Freud no longer opposed the 
instincts of self-preservation and af sexuality; he now opposed the death 
instinct or Thanatos to the life instinct ar Eros. Freud's chief reason, how-
ever, for introducing this innavation imo his theory scems to have been bis 
inability to otherwise account for a phenomenon that had bafflcd bis thera- 

pcutic efforts in certain cases, the phenomenon he called the negative thera-
peutic reaction. By this expression Freud designated the fact that some 
patients, whenever an analytic problem was correctly and effectively solved, 
reacted by getting worse instead of by getting better. Freud's explanation 
of this fact was that in ali human beings the life instinct, Eros, has some 
admixture of the death instinct, which normaily wilI make the lite instinct 

more active, more aggressive. In patients showing the negative therapeutic 
reaction, the analytic work will lead to the separation of the two basic 
instincts, and the "liberated" death instinct will turn against the subject and 

destroy him. 
The chief opposition to Freud's death instinct theory within the psycho-

analytic movement carne from Wilhelm Rcich. Reich set out to prove 
clinically—and in my opinion successfully—that the main basic of the theory, 
the negative therapeutic reaction, was due to an imperfect therapeutic 
technique. When by the technique of consistent resistance analysis and char-
acter analysis as elaborated by Reich, the patients were brought to experiente 
and to express their hidden aggression, therc was no longer any negative 
therapeutic reaction.' 

The conflict with Freud about the death instinct reactivated in Reich an 
old interest in the biological and physical origin of psychic phenomena, 
especially as he met them in bis clinicai work. Little by little he gave up 
Freud's fundamental dualism of the instincts, and replaced it with the con-
cept that ali psychic phenomena are manifestations of one single instinct, 
the Life ar Lave Instinct, identical with the sexual instinct. Otherwise ex-
pressed, Reich found no reason for postulating a separate sexual instinct, 
sexuality bcing nothing but a function of the life energy itself. Reich's 
therapy from now on became ever more a biotherapy and not only a psycho-
therapy, its object being to free the life energy of the organism so as to enable 
it to regulate itself in a harmonious way, leaving no internai necessity for 
either stases or explosions. This view Reich also expressed in the name he 
gave to his theory, sex-economy. Here, however, I shall not go into this 
theory, nor into the therapeutic techniques elaborated in conjunction with 
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it, but limit myself to a bricf survey of Reich's further research on the life 
energy and its manifestations. 

The starting-point of Reich's research in this field was his discovery of the 
function of the orgasm: That a complete orgasm—which 1 shall not define 
here—is the surest sign of mental and physical health and the natural 
regulator of the life energy of thc organism. in ii,r nrg:i,sm 	ph-pica: dLLU 

the mental processes merge into one; it is a biological occurrence. Considered 
from the point of view of energy, it may be describcd as a four-beat: mechan- 
ica tettrion leading up to bio-energetic charge, which at a certain point pro- 
vokes a discharge, accompanied or followed by a mechanical relaxation. This 
Orgasm Formula, as Reich called it, tension—charge—discharge—relaxation. 
was soon discovered to apply to all living functioning and was most easily 
seen in thc micro-organisms. Reich first thought that the charge in question 
was an electrical one and he performed a series of experiments to find out 
whether this was true or not. He succeeded in establishing that the surface 
of the organism has an electrical potencial varying with the subject's fecling 
of pleasure or pain or anxiety. But the quantitics of electrical energy rneasured 
were so slight that Reich did not think they accounted in a satisfactory 
manner for the strong emotions feit. 

Reich had carly madc a thorough study of several attempts at expiaining 
life and the difference between living and nonliving matter. Like several 
biologists and natural philosophers he believed that there must cxist a transi-
tion from lifeless to living matter, but such a transition had never been 
established scientifically. Now Reich wondered what would happen if 
sterile, lifeless matter were so handled as tn permit the appearance of an 
energy process descrihable by thc orgasm formula: tension—charge—dis-
charge—relaxation. I cannot tell of his numerous experiments to this purpose 
beyond stating that they led to his discovery of the bions, microscnpic energy 
vesicles that under favorable conditions can organize into living cells or 
protozoa. I know that to most of you this will sound fantastic, but I can 
assure you that since 1936, when I first became acquainted with these experi-
ments, I have neither met nor read nor heard of a single person who has 
repeated the experiments without becoming convinced of the reality of this 
transition from nonliving to living matter. 

Studying the bchavior of the different kinds of bions—for there were 
several kinds of them—Reich found that they differed in strength or vitality, 
and further that the stronger ones by their presence would reduce or even 

destroy the vitality of the weaker ones. Strong bions might even immobilize 
or kill bacteria and cocei. This put Reich upon the idea that bions might 
prove useful in combating cancerous growths in living tissucs. He seu about 
studying the developments of such growths and found that cancer cells 
organize and develop much the same way as some of the protozoa he 
had seen organizing out of bions. The material from which the cancer 
Mis organize is the result of the disorganization of normal cells cut off 
from the normal renewal of vital energy. Here again Reich was confronted 

with the problern of this energy. 
During the winter of 1938 to 1939 Rcich was working intensely in bis 

laboratory in Oslo with his bion experiments. Several happenings in the 
course of the experiments seemed to indicate that some of the bions emitted 
a certain kind of radiation which did not ~form to the laws of any known 
form of energy. Different series of new experiments convinced him that he 
had discovered a new kind of energy, which he called orgone, from "organic" 

and "orgasm," because it was specific for organisms and had been discovered 
as a consequente of the study of the orgasm. Later he found that every 
living organism is surrounded by an orgone energy field, and he invented 
an "orgone energy field meter" capablc of measuring the strcngth and the 

extension of individual orgone fields. 
In 1941, a couple of years after he had settled in the United States, Reich 

discovered that the activity of the orgone energy was not limited to living 
organisms, but was to bc found also in the atmnsphere, where it may be 
observed by several means which I cannot go into here. Still later Reich 
found orgone energy to be omnipresent and from then on often spoke of it 
as "cosmic orgone energy." The question now naturally arose whether the 
orgone was identical with the cosmic radiation discovered by the physicists. 
1 do not know if that question has been fully decided as yet, but I know 
from having seen and heard it that a Geiger-Müller counter tube, the well-
known device for detecting and measuring cosmic radiation, will, after 
having been kept for some kngth of time in an orgone energy accumulator, 
show an impulse frequency hundreds of times greater than before. 

After the discovery of the cosmic orgone energy, Reich devoted a major 
part of his time and energy, in the last years almost ali of it, to the study of 
the new science of orgonomy, dcaling with the properties of the cosmic 
orgonc energies, with its laws and with its applications in the various fields, 
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from biology to medicine, pedagogics and sociology, from physics to mete-
orology and astronorny. 

The number of bis foliowers and collaborators has been steadily though 
slowly increasing. Most of them are physicians using his discoveries in their 
medicai practice, but there are also a few psychologists, educationists, social 
workers, biologists and physicists, ali g-athered—rather ioosely—around the 
Wilhelm Reich Foundation in the state of Maine, though most of them have 
their professional work elsewhere, the majority in or around New York. 

But, you may ask, what has this development into the study of cosmic 
energy to do with psychology? Very much, 1 should say. 1 even think that 
the knowledge of the energy that conditions our actions and our experiences 
and the gradual understanding cif the properties and laws af this energy 
will revolutionize many sections of the science of psychology. The nhject of 
psychology as I see it is to help man understand his own sensations, emotions, 
thoughts and actions so that he can be able to harmonize bis life with the 
law governing ali life and thus attain the highest amount of what 1 shalt 
call creative happiness. I think that the study of orgnnomy will contribute 
and already is contributing considerable means for the realization of such a 
purpose. 

Energy is the only life and is from the Body; and Reason is the hound or 
outward Circumference of Energy.—WILLiAm BLAKE 
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